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Vineyard
Focus

What’s app-ning in
vineyard tech?

We recently asked three members of the Australian wine industry — Peter Hayes, a wine industry
strategist and advisor and former national viticulturist for Southcorp Wines; Colin Bell, a viticulturist and
director with AHA Viticulture; and Simon Nordestgaard, senior engineer with The Australian Wine Research
Institute — for their thoughts on the most interesting or promising winemaking and grapegrowing
innovations to have caught their attention over the past year or so.
Simon’s top technology picks, and a summary of each of those products by their suppliers, was published
in the January 2020 issue of the Grapegrower & Winemaker. To tie in with this issue’s Vineyard Focus, we
now present Peter and Colin’s top tips on grapegrowing innovations, with further details on those products
provided by their suppliers. Compiled by Sonya Logan.

D

uring his more than 30-year
career in the wine industry,
Peter Hayes has worked in
both the public and private sector in
roles including national viticulturist for
Southcorp Wines, executive director
of the Grape & Wine Reseaerch &
Development Corporation and president
of the OIV (International Organisation of
Vine and Wine). Through this work and
the operation of his own business as an
independent wine industry strategist and
advisor to clients in Australia and abroad,
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Hayes is better placed than many to keep
abreast of product innovations suited to
the wine industry.
Hayes said over the last 12 months he had
taken a particular interest in vineyard
management apps. With DecipherAg,
The Yield and FluroSense his pick of the
Australian-developed software, Hayes
also pointed to some overseas-developed
mobile and web programs that had
recently caught his eye for their potential
application in the wine industry.
www.winetitles.com.au

Peter Hayes
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The Yield sensing equipment

The Yield
The Yield’s sensing equipment in the Cardiness Vineyard in the Padthaway region of South Australia. The nodes collect microclimate
data which is relayed to the Sensing+ mobile and web apps where it can be used to power decision-making in the vineyard.
What’s it all about?
The Yield is an Australian agricultural
technology company on a mission to
transform food and farming practices
with scalable digital technology. The
Yield uses the Internet of Things,
data science and artificial intelligence
to power its technology to solve real
challenges at farm and vineyard level
and throughout the food chain. Its
Sensing+ microclimate solution provides
information and predictions that help
growers make important decisions like
when to irrigate, feed, plant, protect and
harvest. The Yield helps to take the
guesswork out of growing.
Sensing+ is an end-to-end microclimate
solution for large-scale growing
operations. It combines sensors, data
analytics and apps (mobile and web) to
enable commercial growers to manage
the microclimate of their irrigated crops,
Sensing+ can:
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• improve yields and reduce crop
variability
• mitigate risk of damage from frost,
extreme heat and disease events
• increase operational efficiency and
reduce costs by optimising vineyard
management practices including
water use optimisation
• provide insight across multiple
sites to improve performance and
accountability
• enable
historical
performance
reviews to drive continuous
improvement
• provide accurate yield predictions
which allows vineyards to achieve
better prices when negotiating
with customers

www.winetitles.com.au

The Yield is a partner in digital
transformation. Customers leverage The
Yield’s analytics platform to create value
from their data, and insights that drive
better commercial outcomes on-farm
and along the supply chain. Customers
can also add the Sensing+ Yield
Prediction module which leverages a
grower’s historical harvest data in our AI
environment to reliably and accurately
predict yields.
Users of The Yield in the Australian wine
industry to date include Tahbilk, based
in Victoria’s Nagambie Lakes region,
and Cardiness Vineyard, in Padthaway,
South Australia.
“The Yield’s Sensing+ solution is without
peer and the decision to adopt their
platform and analytics is compelling.
And it works!” said John and Julie
Summers of Cardiness Vineyard.
For
further
information
www.theyield.com

visit
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